creative commons

CRASH COURSE
No Legal Advice😢

cc: Scott* - https://www.flickr.com/photos/83049159@N00
Copyright...

“...a property right in an original work of authorship...fixed in any tangible medium of expression, giving the holder the exclusive right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, and display the work.”
Is copyright a little fuzzy?
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED*
What Are Your Options?

1. Violate Copyright
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1. Violate Copyright – Not uncommon

“We are Naughty Naughty Copyright Violators”

“evil murphy says NO to Copyright Violation” by Stacey~. CC BY-ND 2.0 https://www.flickr.com/photos/geekgirlunveiled/4818412527/
What Are Your Options?

1. Violate Copyright – BUT

- Take Down Notices
- Lawsuits
- Goes Against What We Teach
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4. Find Creative Commons-Licensed Content
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The Licenses

CC BY Attribution: Allows reuse, modification, remix & commercial use with attribution
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CC BY-NC-SA Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike: Same as CC BY-NC with the added requirement to share the result under the same CC BY-NC-SA terms

CC BY-NC-ND Attribution-NonCommercial-NonDerivs: Neither modifications nor commercial uses are allowed
CC0 = “No Rights Reserved”
"Ordering of Creative Commons licenses from most to least open" by creativecommons.org - Site Examples of Creative Commons License Use (web archive link). Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0 via Commons
Parts of an Attribution

1. Title of the work
2. Name of the creator
3. License the work is offered under
4. URL of the work
Swiss mountains, the Eiger north face and Mönch by Els available under a Creative Commons Attribution license 2.0 at https://flic.kr/p/dKCTKg
A Word About “Commercial Use”
Finding Creative Commons-Licensed Materials
9 MILLION WEBSITES USE CREATIVE COMMONS LICENSES

- Wikipedia: 34 Million Articles
- Flickr: 307 Million Photos
- YouTube: 10 Million Videos
- PLOS: 100,000 Articles
- Scribd: 50 Million Documents
- 500px: 500,000 Photos
- Jamendo: 400,000 Songs
- Wattpad: 300,000 Stories

Wikimedia Commons

Picture of the day

Daughter of Niobe bent by terror of Artemis. Uffizi Gallery - Sala della Niobe. Florence, Italy.

Photo challenge
Take some photos and upload them to meet our monthly thematic challenge, get inspiration and try new subjects! Learn more about the challenges!

Check out this month's challenges

Highlights
If you are browsing Commons for the first time, you may want to start with Featured pictures, Quality images or Valued images.

You can also see some work created by our highly skilled contributors in Meet our photographers and Meet our illustrators. You may also be interested in Picture of the Year.
Google Images
Finding Public Domain & Creative Commons Media
This guide will help you find and correctly attribute public domain and Creative Commons media for your project or presentation.
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WHAT DO PUBLIC DOMAIN & CREATIVE COMMONS MEAN?

Public Domain versus Creative Commons

When you are adding images, videos and other content that you did not create to your presentation, it is important to make sure that you are not violating anyone's copyright. One way to do so is to find public domain images for your presentations. Copyright.gov explains the public domain as follows: "A work of authorship is in the “public domain” if it is no longer under copyright protection or if it failed
Open Educational Resources

Various CC Licenses

-OER Commons (CC BY-NC-SA)
-MIT OpenCourseWare (CC BY-NC-SA)
-WikiEducator (CC BY-SA)
-OpenStax (CC BY)
-MERLOT II (Various CC Licenses)
-Wikiversity (CC BY-SA)
-The Orange Grove (Florida's Digital Repository) (CC BY-NC-SA)
Copyright is for losers™

License Your Materials
License Features
Your choices on this panel will update the other panels on this page.

Allow adaptations of your work to be shared?
- Yes
- No
- Yes, as long as others share alike

Allow commercial uses of your work?
- Yes
- No

Selected License
Attribution 4.0 International

This is a Free Culture License!

Help others attribute you!
This part is optional, but filling it out will add machine-readable metadata to the suggested HTML!

Title of work
Attribute work to name
Attribute work to URL
Source work URL
More permissions URL
Format of work
License mark

Have a web page?
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Copy this code to let your visitors know!

Copy this code to let your visitors know!

Source work URL
More permissions URL
Format of work
License mark

http://creativecommons.org/choose/
Number of Creative Commons-licensed works

2006: 50 million
2010: 400 million
2014: 882 million

Use,

Remix,

Share!

Carli Spina
@CarliSpina